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cms will make available the weekly
incremental npi files in the same format as the
current full replacement monthly npi file. cms
will also make available the full replacement
monthly npi files for download. cms will also
make available the full replacement monthly
npi file for download. the full replacement
monthly npi file includes newly assigned npis,
updates to npi data, and newly deactivated
npis covering the current month. the data is in
the same format as the current full
replacement monthly npi file. the full
replacement monthly npi file will cover all
months in the calendar year. the full
replacement monthly npi file will be publicly
available on a regular basis on the nppes
website. the full replacement monthly npi file
will not be available for download. for more
information, please visit the nppes website at:
the weekly incremental npi files will assist
users by providing them with more up-to-date
information and includes newly assigned npis,
updates to npi data, and newly deactivated
npis covering that week. the weekly
incremental npi files will be in the same
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format as the current full replacement
monthly npi file; however, the weekly files will
only include data for a given week. the weekly
files will assist users by providing them with
more up-to-date information and includes
newly assigned npis, updates to npi data, and
newly deactivated npis covering that week.
the nppes downloadable file is part of the
license for the nppd, not the nppes. you may
purchase the nppes for a lower price and
convert the nppes to the nppes downloadable
file in the same way as you would any other
nppes file. if you are new to the nppes, please
read the nppes to learn how to use the nppes
before purchasing any licenses.
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the question is asked a lot, what is the
difference between a live and install image?

an install image allows you to install kali linux
to your hard drive, while a live image is simply

a running os that can be run as a live
cd/dvd/usb/pxe and allows you to try out kali
linux without having to install it. you are not
tied to a hard drive for your kali linux install,

can choose to work offline, and you can easily
run kali linux in a virtual machine. install

images are supported by ebook central for
offline installs and to download as a virtual

machine, while live images are not. kali linux
is a rolling release operating system, meaning

as soon as we have an update, we ship it.
would-be users have a variety of images to

choose from. for more information, please see
which image should i download and kali

branches. for most users, we recommend the
latest point release image below, except in
cases when a user requires a specific bug

patch, in which case the weekly build may be
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best. cms will also make available weekly
incremental npi files for downloading. these

weekly files will be in the same format as the
current full replacement monthly npi file;
however, the weekly files will only include
data for a given week. the weekly files will

assist users by providing them with more up-
to-date information and includes newly

assigned npis, updates to npi data, and newly
deactivated npis covering that week. cms

version v5.0.0 is the first release that supports
all of the features outlined above. cms version
5.0 contains the full set of features described

below. in particular, cms supports: full
conversion of 3ds files to psd and tif.
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